One Million Giraffes Coloring Book
Synopsis

"One Million Giraffes" is the result of a silly bet between two good friends. The coloring book contains a mosaic compilation of nearly all of the one million handmade or drawn giraffes that Norwegian Ola Helland collected from people all around the world. PLEASE NOTE: Books are in stock and always available, even if the listing says differently.
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Customer Reviews

My granddaughter loved the book. She is in love with giraffes and there was every type of giraffe in this book.

I found this under coloring books for adults. It isn't. It is a complete piece of nothing and I feel incredibly ripped off.

Love this book! Kids can find so many giraffes and there are lots of pages to color! Highly recommended.

Wish there were more giraffes to color for my niece but at least the giraffes are more life like.

Definitely a lot of pics. Trying to figure out what I can do with them besides coloring them.

Expected more pages, but my granddaughter, the giraffe lover, was pleased to receive it.
Wish there was more to color! Overall, the pictures are cute.

The colored pages make coloring in the book unappealing.